
Calculation of the Charge

7. - (1) The charge shall be calculated in euros according to the
following formula —

r = N x U

where r is the charge for the flight, N is the number of service units
relating to that flight and U is the appropriate unit rate specified in
column 3 of the Schedule hereto in relation to the specified airspace
through which the flight is made, increased or decreased as the case
may be by the same percentage as the relevant national currency has
increased or decreased against the euro as compared with the rate of
exchange specified in column 4 of the said Schedule in relation to that
airspace.

(2) For the purpose of the preceding sub-paragraph, the number of
service units relating to a flight shall be calculated in accordance with
the following formula —

N = d x p

where d is the distance factor for the flight in the specified airspace in
question and p is the weight factor for the aircraft concerned.

(3) For the purposes of the preceding sub-paragraph —

(a) the distance factor shall be the number of kilometres in the great
circle distance between the points specified in sub-paragraph (4) of
this paragraph minus 20 kilometres for each landing and take-off in
the specified airspace in question, divided by 100 and expressed to two
places of decimals, and
(b) the weight factor, subject to the provisions of sub-paragraphs (6)
and (7) of this paragraph, shall be equal to the square root of the
quotient obtained by dividing by 50 the number of metric tonnes of
the maximum total weight authorised of the aircraft and shall be
expressed to two places of decimals.

(4) The points referred to in sub-paragraph (3) of this paragraph are—

(a) the aerodrome of departure within the specified airspace in question
or, if there is no such aerodrome, the point of entry into that airspace;
and
(b) the aerodrome of first destination within the specified airspace in
question or, if there is no such aerodrome, the point of exit from that
airspace.

(5) For the purposes of the preceding sub-paragraph, the point of
entry into the specified airspace in question and the point of exit from
that airspace shall be the points at which the lateral limits of the said
airspace are crossed by the route described in the flight plan
communicated by or on behalf of the operator of the aircraft either
to the appropriate air traffic control unit or to the Flow Management
Unit of Eurocontrol with any modifications thereto subsequently made
or approved by or on behalf of the operator.
(6) Subject to sub-paragraph (7) below, the weight factor for an
aircraft of any type shall be calculated by reference to the maximum
total weight authorised of the heaviest aircraft of that type.
(7) Where an operator has indicated to Eurocontrol, within the period
of one year immediately preceding the flight, the composition of the
fleet of aircraft which he operates and which includes two or more
aircraft which are different versions of the same type of aircraft, the
weight factor shall be calculated by reference to the average of the
maximum total weight authorised of all his aircraft of that type so
indicated to Eurocontrol.
(8) For the purposes of this paragraph the rate of exchange of the
euro to a national currency shall be the average monthly rate of
exchange of the euro to that national currency established by
Eurocontrol for the month preceding the month during which the
flight takes place.

Exempt Flights

8. This Specification shall not apply to the following flights—

(a) flights by military aircraft;
(b) flights made for the purposes of search and rescue operations;
(c) flights by aircraft of which the maximum total weight authorised
is 5700kg or less made entirely in accordance with the Visual Flight
Rules in the Rules of the Air Regulations 2007(d);
(d) flights terminating at the aerodrome from which the aircraft has
taken off;
(e) flights other than the flights referred to in sub-paragraph (a) of
this sub-paragraph made exclusively for the purpose of the carriage
on official business of a reigning Monarch or his immediate family, a
Head of State, a Head of Government or a Government Minister;
(f) flights made exclusively for the purpose of checking or testing
equipment used or intended to be used as aids to air navigation;
(g) flights made exclusively for the purpose of the instruction or testing
of flight crew within the specified airspace of the United Kingdom;
(h) flights made by aircraft of which the maximum total weight
authorised is less than two metric tonnes;

(i) flights made by helicopters between any point in the United
Kingdom to a vessel or an off-shore installation within the area
bounded by straight lines joining successively the following points—

6300N 00500W; 632833N 000000EW; thence south along the UK
Median Line to 5500N 00302E; 5500N 00100W; 5600N 00230W; 5740N
00230W; 5740N 00400W; 5830N 00400W; 5830N 00500W; 6300N
00500W;

(j) flights made by helicopters between any point in the United
Kingdom to a vessel or an off-shore installation within the area
bounded by straight lines joining successively the following points—

5500N 00100W; 5500N 00300E; 5423N 00245E; 5256N 00309E; 5230N
00247E; 5226N 00137E; 5238N 00140E; 5251N 00124E; 5319N 00010E;
5500N 00100W.

Value Added Tax Charge

9. For the purposes of this Specification in respect of value added tax
payable on the provision of chargeable air services for which a charge
is payable pursuant to this Specification there shall be charged an
additional charge equal to the amount of such tax and the incidence
of the first mentioned charge shall determine the incidence of the
additional charge.

By Order of the Civil Aviation Authority

C R Staples, Secretary and Legal Adviser, Civil Aviation Authority,
CAA House, 45-59 Kingsway, London WC2B 6TE.
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SCHEDULE
Paragraphs 3(1), 4(2) and 7(1)
SPECIFIED AIRSPACES

(4)
Established at a
Rate of exchange
of

(3)
Unit Rate in
euros

(2)
Publication in which
FIRs are described

(1)
Country

1 euro = 136.578
ALL

43.80AIP AlbaniaAlbania

1 euro =
474.086AMD

27.24AIP ArmeniaArmenia

69.15AIP AustriaAustria
76.59AIP BelgiqueBelgium and

Luxembourg
1 euro = 1.93344
BAM

36.38AIP Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

1 euro –1.95524
BGN

39.77AIP BulgariaBulgaria

1 euro = 7.28532
HRK

40.49AIP CroatiaCroatia

35.37AIP CyprusCyprus
1 euro = 24.6200
CZK

46.21AIP Czech
Republic

Czech Republic

1 euro = 7.44529
DKr

67.94AIP DenmarkDenmark

40.38AIP FinlandFinland
67.08AIP France

(France
Métropolitaine)

France

71.99AIP GermanyGermany
37.72AIP GreeceGreece

1 euro = 281.259
Hf

39.86AIP HungaryHungary

33.16AIP IrelandIreland,
Republic of

70.51AIP ItalyItaly
1 euro =0.708432
LVL

29.59AIP LatviaLatvia

1 euro = 3.45044
LTL

49.73AIP LithuaniaLithuania

1 euro = 61.2586
MKD

56.48AIP FYROMFormer
Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia

20.90AIP MaltaMalta
1 euro = 15.9314
MDL

37.18AIP MoldovaMoldova

65.81AIP NetherlandsNetherlands
1 euro = 7.90612
NKr

67.19AIP NorwayNorway

1 euro = 3.94710
PLN

39.46AIP PolandPoland

Lisbon
FIR-47.58
Santa Maria
FIR-12.21

AIP PortugalPortugal

1 euro = 4.26025
RON

44.48AIP RomaniaRomania
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